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Age of Culture – Art & Energy – Heritage Sites Development

Experts discussed for years whether Culture should be the fourth pillar of

Sustainability. New considerations made by renowned experts in the last couple

of month reveal a new paradigm, placing Culture in the context of holistic

concepts of Sustainable Development. Culture should be considered not only as

an achievement of history and contemporary creativity, it is a driving force for

societal and economic development. As human dimension it should be considered

as value setting and limiting towards the deterioration of natural resources and

cultural heritage.

Culture in the broadest sense, as the sum of human experience, achievement and

expression, has moved in the last 50 years from being considered as a peripheral

activity in the world to being an utterly indispensable contribution to the

realization of vital social and developmental goals. Conservation, restoration,

reconciliation, revitalization of tangible and intangible cultural heritage, and

interlinked also natural heritage, play key roles in the planning, management and

assessment processes of value setting and sustainable local/regional

development.

According to Paul Schafer a paradigm shift considers the human dimension as

prerequisite for a cultural age, the ways in which a cultural age would transform

patterns of human life, and the advances in human fulfilment that the adoption of

such an age and its associated values would bring. Such an age of culture as
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defined by Paul Schafer in The Age of Culture is a threshold of a new era of global

development and human interactions that has to be driven by a holistic cultural

perspective and its values. This new paradigm can be considered as public good,

unifying joint global strategies built up on history, the rich cultural diversity and

intercultural linkages. Cultural identity as well as respect towards other cultures

is fundamental for the understanding among societies, religions and political

systems targeting on global strategy for peace.

Barry Lord claims from his side: “Energy transition is a powerful engine of

cultural change.” and traces how the development of each new source of energy,

from the prehistoric mastery of fire to renewable energy today, becomes a

powerful engine of cultural change. Barry Lord’s provocative considerations force

us to focus on art and culture from an entirely new perspective. In Art & Energy,

Barry Lord argues that human creativity is deeply linked to the natural resources

available on earth for our survival. From our ancient mastery of fire through our

exploitation of coal, oil and gas, to the development of today’s renewable energy

sources, each new source of energy fundamentally transforms our art and culture

—how we interact with the world, organize our communities, communicate and

conceive of and assign value to art. By analyzing art, artists, and museums across

eras and continents, Lord demonstrates how our cultural values and artistic

expressions are formed by our efforts to access and control the energy sources

that make these cultures possible.

Culture and its diversity are created along with millions of years of natural

processes, evolution, changes, geographical isolations and divisions, natural and

men made disasters. It was and still is intimately connected to all the world's

most pressing problems - and may hold the solution to many of them. Such

problems are challenges in today's world: climate change, glaring inequalities in

the distribution of wealth and income, resource depletion, and conflicts between

different nations, ethnic groups, and individuals. None of these problems can be

addressed or resolved effectively without recourse to the holistic, all-

encompassing perspective that culture provides.

The new cultural paradigm with a holistic understanding of the human dimension

could be a step forward in achieving the Millennium Development Goals and

Sustainable Development Goals and engage the international society in

safeguarding the global heritage and values.
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The three most comprehensive recent publications regarding the holistic

dimension of Culture:

Paul Schafer 2014: The Age of Culture - http://www.amazon.com/The-Age-

Culture-Paul-Schafer/dp/0988129329/ref=sr_1_fkmr0_1?

ie=UTF8&qid=1403193280&sr=8-1-

fkmr0&keywords=D.+Paul+Schaffer+The+Age+of+Culture

Barry Lord 2014: Art & Energy: How Culture Changes, The AAM Press 2014,

280 pp., 50 illustrations. ISBN 9781933253916. https://www.aam-

us.org/ProductCatalog/Product?ID=4580

Ruoss, Engelbert & Loredana Alfarè et al. 2013: Sustainable Tourism as Driving

Force for Cultural Heritage Sites Development. Planning, Managing and

Monitoring Cultural Heritage Sites in South East Europe. Free Download:

http://www.globalregions.org/node/6
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